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                                                        by Abdruschin 

 

 

 

 

Once again it is Holy Night! A year of wonderful fulfillments lies behind us, fulfillments so great 

as the earth and the worlds have never known during their existence. Fulfillment upon fulfillment 

rushed down from the Light through all the spheres in order to be anchored on the Mountain. 

Momentous events occurred during this year...and you noticed nothing, or very little, of it in your 

earthly cloak;  for they were not visible to the earthly eye, at least not yet directly. 

. 

However , he who observes carefully sees many an effect on himself and his fellowmen 

as well as in events in all nations of the earth. 

 Everything presses forward now propelled by the Omnipotence of God which now forces 

the purification of Creation and and all creatures to conform to the Holy Laws of his Will . 

To be alert is commanded of everyone who wishes to be part of the vibration of the great 

Light happening of this time!---   

You too have faithfully fulfilled during this year and have won many a hard battle 

without having realized it in your earthly consciousness.  

 

 In loyal watchfulness you have repelled many times the  wild rearing up of the onrushing 

darkness; you have  been victorious in keeping at bay  and preventing even one of them to cross 

the set border.  

Yes, you have kept loyal watch in your love for the Light! For this reason the Light was 

always able to give you new strength and in your loyalty  it will make you invincible! 

 However,  you must never become weary in this; for spiritual as well as earthly alertness 

is the nature  of the  battle you must fight.  Alertness means holy victory for you! Keep  the  

defense ever ready by  faithfully keeping watch! Your battles took place primarily in the spiritual 

and ethereal worlds, the last ones, however, took place even at the border of the earthly gross-

materiality! You were victorious,but the battles are not over yet. Everything is in constant motion 

and you must not ease off  in your alertness. In the constant  powerful vibration of your circles 
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you must without interruption repel any approaching evil volition so as not to allow a single 

thought therefrom to creep through your rings of earthly protection! 

 With the repulsion of the opponents at the gross-material border evil intentions can no 

longer grow in strength. In part they were already destroyed so that no part thereof can grow into 

a gross-material deed.  From the rest only a  very weak shadow is able to form which has no 

power. Such is the nature as well as the  purpose of  the battle you fight by being constantly alert. 

 This may seem easy to you but it is not! Your  entire spiritual energy is required for 

unwavering alertnes for such purpose. 

 I will give you an insight into the way  in which the struggle takes place. 

 

 Through your spiritual as well as earthly  alertness you already defeat and eradicate the 

evil intentions of the darkness.  In actuality and spiritually you fight personally with the weapons 

given to you  by the Light for this battle. 

 If during the day, in your thoughts and intuition you always stay with the high task,  to 

which you consecrated yourselves before the Lord, without letting daily work and 

everyday impressions distract you, and without immersing yourselves into all too earthly 

feelings and mental ruminations, then your spirit will always stand at its  post, day and 

night, and will strike just as soon as an evil intention is formed and seeks to creep up in 

the fine gross-materiality. This does not necessarily reach your day consciousness. If you 

are always faithfully concerned and alert your spirit acts accordingly without your earthly 

consciousness  being aware of it 

 The attraction of the battle provides  immediate reinforcement to  the enemy every time 

through anything that harbors within  a similar intention of attack. Therefore at certain times 

battles occur which are not without danger if your watchfulness misses even one moment or if 

only one of you becomes negligent in this. 

 

 Thus numerous and often great battles have taken place, primarily during the night when 

the earthly body is resting allowing the spirit to move more freely. 

 

At times, however, when a new Light  happening is developing, the darkness forces its 

way particularly toward the Mountain to which it is hostile. Therefore all Light fulfilllments on 

earth are literally wrapped in fierce battles against the  invading darkness which tries to prevent 

the happening or to obstruct  or disrupt it at the last moment albeit only as the  consequence of 

the disturbance of the tenatious fighting. 
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 For the defiantly rising darkness knows very well  that with every new Light fulfillment it 

loses more and more of its footing and is,  as a consequence of turning away from the Light, 

driven toward its horrible end in the Judgment. 

 It therefore seeks to delay and postpone this Judgment at any cost, but it is to no avail. 

With inexorable certainty the end of all evil comes ever closer through the Light fulfilllments , 

much like a steel wall which , obedient to  a clockwork, compresses more and more the space 

where the darkness dwells , eventually crushing everything.   

 

 However, the task that you are to fulfill does not lie in fighting alone but extends farther.  

The vibration of your loyalty is a mantle, a cloak, providing protection behind which the  Light 

could gradually  unite closely with the alien species of gross-materiality.  

 Were it not for your loyalty this Light in Its unapproachable Divine sublimity could not 

have descended so far down! It required the unchangeable loyalty of earth men who stood and 

acted in this gross-materiality!  Only this  provided the last possibility for connection. 

 And each time that a wave of intensified Divine Light in Its power which is quite 

unfathomable to created ones penetrates my  light and permeable earthly  body that has been 

carefully prepared for this, this body is like a raw egg without a shell, thus a hundred times more 

sensitive than all the  bodies on this earth until it has adjusted itself again into the vibration and 

was able to create a balance so as not to pass away in the power of the Light. 

 During such times the loyalty of the vibrating rings of the called ones again provides 

protection from disturbing and physically painful intentions and thoughts of the followers and 

tools of the darkness. If these were able to approach because of laxity of your vibration or 

clouding through any kind of diversion the Divine Light in its purity would ascend again to a 

place where the vibrationg love of complete loyalty would provide support for It.  

 From this you will  realize  how important and unavoidable your complete devotion to 

the cause has always been and will always be as long as I am on earth. 

 God thus placed me trustingly into your hands!------- 

 Thus too, however, the fate of the entire humanity on earth lies in your hands and in your 

loyalty. 

 It is only through your proven loyalty to me that help for this humanity is still possible. 

The responsibility you have taken on is heavy, yet glorious and will be fulfilled by the greatest 

part of you as a small, chosen flock. 
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 And all those whom you wish to help, and who can be helped to escape eternal 

damnation  only through you, will seek to pursue you in their blindness, just as they pursued me 

as well as the Son of God Jesus!  But in this too there will be victory to  your loyalty ; for we are 

standing in the hour of fulfillment and the tide has turned! 

 Through the fulfillments of the year past in the protection of your loyalty which in turn, 

more and more visibly, puts you under the protection of God , the power of the Light on earth 

has increased so much that all wrong bonds and any false structure must now  forcefully shatter 

and disintegrate in accordance with the Holy Law of Justice; even in the densest gross-

materiality visible to all of you on this earth!  

 Ruinous fall will follow ruinous fall to form a chain of terrible disappointments which are 

nonetheless beneficial for humanity since they would otherwise not wake up from the delusion of 

their own capabilities whereas they will finally have to bow to Him whosed Grace granted them 

their existence: God! 

How many will then find  and enjoy, together  with you, salvation through the 

Omnipotence of God is in large part up to you! It will depend entirely on how you as bearers of 

my Word will present yourselves in  an exemplary earth life to humanity which  , as if 

awakening from deepest  sleep, will be seeking for God. For this is the bridge from the beaten 

and defeated ones to me! 

 Through you and in you they will find me in the Word! 

 Therefore, be loyal in this also, just as you have been up to now. At the Festival of the 

Radiant Star you will receive special power for this; for you will soon have to utilize it.  

 Therefore, today on the day of remembrance of the earthly birth of the Son of God Jesus 

 I declare  myself to you small flock, you who are called so that the entire mankind shall 

recognize me through you, so that they will not have to  be lost!  

Burn my words deeply into your souls: Knights, Apostles, Disciples, Golden Crossbearers, so 

that they will never be blurred; for they are words from out of eternity and spoken for etertnity! 

In your loyalty I can reveal myself to the Earth today: 

 „I am and I remain! I, Imanuel, have come and hold that which belongs to My Father! I 

sift the spirit and judge the sin, I punish the soul and strike the body! I am in the Father and at the 

same time I am His Holy Sword of Judgment on earth! The Father is in me yet remains in the 

distances of eternal infinity! I am and will remain forever in the Father and work out of Him, the 

All- Holy, All-Eternal, the Only One; for the Father and I are One!“ Amen 

The words vibrate in the universe initiating now the Final Judgment for this earth! 
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Let us pray: 

  

„Father ! I have now revealed myself to the ones who are mine! Your commandment is thus 

fulfilled! Help them so that they may walk on the paths of your Grace!“ 

Amen 


